Today’s classroom already extends beyond the physical walls. With Kaltura Lecture Capture, effortlessly live stream and record any class on campus. Create engaging and accessible interactive videos on a schedule or on the fly, and automatically publish to your Learning Management System (LMS or VLE) courses.

**Just Hit Record**
A lecture capture solution that is simple, streamlined, and allows users to effortlessly record cameras and capture screens, directly into your LMS, with just one click.

**Integrated Open Capture Solution**
Schedule and manage all classroom recordings - software, hardware, or hybrid - in one single dashboard, no matter which lecture capture hardware is used.

**Smart Lecture Recording**
Recordings include the flexibility of up to 4 streams, continuous upload even if the user has logged out, automatic slide detection and chaptering as part of the recording.

**Active Learning Tools**
Students choose their own interactive viewing experience with side-by-side and picture-in-picture views on any device. Add video quizzes, captions, chapters or hotspots for greater engagement and accessibility.

**Advanced Analytics**
Kaltura Advanced Analytics provides granular data on viewership, user-level heatmaps, insights on engagement, and comparative analysis.

**Edit, Enrich and Use Again**
Enjoy all the benefits of the Kaltura platform with automated transcription, editing, and metadata extraction for better search and discoverability of content.
Key Features

Easy to Use

- One click to record, no extra setup or learning curve
- Record up to 4 video streams in Full HD (1080p)
- Automatic upload in the background for direct publishing into any course in your LMS/VLE

Easy to Manage and Deploy

- Integrated with any Open Capture recording hardware
- Easy to deploy and upgrade through any system management software
- Schedule recordings in advance or record ad hoc
- Monitor all your Kaltura Lecture Capture installations from a single dashboard

Easy to Engage Learners

- Interactive viewing experience side-by-side and picture-in-picture views
- Additional engagement features: captions, chapters, hotspots, and more
- Students can view content anywhere, on any device
- Live lecture capture capabilities for broadcasting guest lectures and reaching remote learners

Easy to Reuse Content

- Create online courses with video quizzes and interactive video paths
- Lecture recordings available to students in their LMS/VLE, video portal, or can be embedded anywhere else
- Part of a single dedicated platform for all video creation and management needs on campus

The Kaltura Video Cloud powers any video experience for any organization. Our broad set of solutions power video for hundreds of millions of viewers at home, at work, and at school.

To learn more, go to: www.kaltura.com